STORMY REDDOOR & HOLLY PETERSEN
present

Blue Medicine Music
Special musicial events around the Sacred Medicine Wheel

MITAKUYE OYASIN
WE ARE ALL RELATED

. Stormy RedDoor, a Native North American, Assiniboin-Sioux, presents the

symbol of the Sacred Medicine Wheel, appealing to all human senses.

Holly Petersen, a guitarist and composer, is Stormy’s partner.
“He knows, how to accompany the main actor in a very sensible, dynamic and
appropriate way. He harmonizes perfectly with him.”
- Kunststation Kleinsassen -

Blue Medicine Music takes the audience on a spiritual journey across a culture
more than 6000 years old.

First of all, Stormy prepares his audience for this journey in simple English. He
explains the spiritual elements joined in the Sacred Medicine Wheel and the
meaning of the four Sacred Directions.

For each direction there is a particular element: air, fire, water and earth. Also
the four directions are connected to different Sacred Plants. This original
medicine has its own unique purpose, which becomes obvious to the audience
by different Smoke Ceremonies.

Each concert is a uniqe performance

Stormy RedDoor and Holly Petersen are able to feel the atmosphere of the place
and the audience. So each concert is given the character of a unique
performance.

Ceremony in Concert

The unique sound is given to the music by meditative elements, individual
expression, sound and by using natural sounds and harmonize with modern
music equipment.

The style of music, you listen to during concerts, cannot be connected to any
established direction.

The songs they perform, are very different. Some have a meditative character
and let you think of “minimal music”, others remind you of sentimental
soundtracks of American road movies.

2005

“Indian Groove”

2006

“The Vision”

During their long friendship and partnership, they performed numeral concerts,
had many art exhibitions and produced two CDs, you can get via Blue Medicine
Music website.

Blue Medicine Music
an exeptional experience
- both exciting and relaxing –

Holly Petersen was born in Husum in 1961. Since 1985 he has been working as
an independent musician and composer. There are a lot of CDs and motion
pictures where you can hear him playing the guitar. He is fascinated by the
connection between soul, music and healing. It is one of his main
interests.Since 1995 he has been living in Hamburg.

Stormy RedDoor was born on the Assiniboin/Sioux reservation in Montana in
1950. In 1967 he joined the US Marine corps and spent thirteen months in
Vietnam. Art and the traditional Sacred Medicine helped him to deal with the
experiences he had, after the war. His unique “basrelief” stone sculptures were
shown in several exhibitions in North America as well as in Germany. Since
2001 Stormy has been living in Germany.
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